February 10, 2020

The Honorable Richard E. Neal  
Chairman, House Committee on Ways & Means  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Lewis  
Chairman, Oversight Subcommittee  
House Committee on Ways & Means  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Mike Thompson  
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures  
House Committee on Ways & Means  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, D.C. 20515

VIA EMAIL

Dear Chairmen Neal, Lewis and Thompson:

On behalf of Americans for Tax Fairness and its coalition of more than 400 endorsing organizations, I write to submit testimony for the record for the committee hearing on Tuesday, February 11—“The Disappearing Corporate Income Tax.”

We commend the committee for having this hearing. It is critical to analyze the two-year record of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) not only for its impact on corporations, but also on pass-through businesses and the economy at large. This testimony highlights the following:

- The failure of the corporate cuts after two years to live up to the many promises made for them prior to enactment. Those promises, and the actual outcomes, include:
  - Quick raises averaging $4,000 to $9,000 were guaranteed for working families from the TCJA’s corporate tax cuts. Instead, median household income barely budged in the first year of the new law, rising a little over $500.
  - At the TCJA’s signing ceremony, President Trump called it a bill “for jobs.” But instead of accelerating with the law’s enactment, job creation has slackened, with fewer jobs
created in the two years under the law than in the last two years of the Obama administration.

- President Trump promised as much as a doubling of economic growth, yet GDP has risen at roughly the same rate as during the last two years of the Obama administration.
- Business investment was, in the words of President Trump’s top economic adviser, supposed to “really take off” with the TCJA’s enactment, but has instead collapsed. Investment has declined for the past three quarters of 2019.
- The hundreds of billions of dollars in revenue lost by the legislation’s corporate tax cuts and creation of the pass-through business income deduction.
- The ability of at least 91 highly profitable Fortune 500 corporations to avoid all federal income taxes in 2018, and hundreds more to pay taxes at half the statutory rate.
- The failure of the law’s new international tax provisions – coupled with the implementation of these laws through the regulatory process – to curb offshore tax dodging by U.S. corporations.
- The major layoffs and outsourcing plans announced by many iconic American corporations in the wake of their tax cuts, which were supposed to create jobs.
- The distribution of the business tax cuts, which overwhelmingly rewarded the richest Americans and foreign investors to the exclusion of ordinary working Americans.

Following are further details on many of these issues.

**LOST REVENUES AND WIDENING DEFICITS**

In July 2018, President Trump predicted “when this [tax cut] kicks in we’ll start paying off [federal] debt like water.” His Treasury Secretary, Steve Mnuchin, reiterated this claim a month later, proclaiming “as I’ve said at 3% economic growth this tax plan will not only pay for itself but in fact create additional revenue for the government.” However, two years after the passage of the TCJA, it is more than clear that the TCJA does anything but pay for itself.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has predicted ever since the TCJA became law that it would increase the deficit by $1.9 trillion (including interest) over 10 years, and that prediction has started to come true. The annual deficit has increased from $665 billion in fiscal year 2017—Trump’s first year in office—to $984 billion (Figure 13) in the most recently completed fiscal year, 2019.

The cut in corporate tax rates is a principal contributor to the TCJA’s bleeding of federal revenue. In late 2017, the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimated that the law’s cut in the corporate tax rate would lose $1.35 trillion over ten years. That prediction is also coming to realization. In its last budget outlook prior to passage of the TCJA in 2017, the CBO estimated the government would collect $344 billion in corporate income taxes in fiscal year 2019 (Table 1, p. 13), what would become the first full fiscal year under the new law. But the government only collected $230 billion in corporate income taxes in FY 2019 (Figure 2), $114 billion less than CBO’s estimate before the TCJA was enacted.
Moreover, the corporate tax cut is not the only revenue-losing business tax cut in the TCJA. The law instituted a new 20% deduction for so-called “pass-through” businesses, where income is taxed at the individual level. JCT scored this provision losing $387 billion over 7 years (the provision is set to expire in 2025). While sold as a “small business tax cut,” the reality is much different—60% of this tax break will go to the richest 1% by 2024. That’s because half of all pass-through income goes to the wealthiest 1% of business owners.

THE MANY FAILED PROMISES FOR CORPORATE TAX CUTS

**Household Income**
In 2017, President Trump trumpeted that “[m]y Council of Economic Advisors estimates that [corporate tax cuts and offshore rules changes] would likely give the typical American household a $4,000 pay raise.” The CEA chairman, Kevin Hassett, more than doubled down on that promise, boasting that the raises could average as much as $9,000 per family. And he expected that in the wake of the new tax law wage growth would be “immediate.”

Instead, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, median household income rose by only $514, or about 0.8% (Figure 8), in the first year after the law’s enactment (the most recent data available). Wage growth acceleration has slowed (Figure 9) in the two years under the TCJA compared to the last two years of the Obama administration.

A 2019 report by the Congressional Research Service determined the CEA pay-hike projections were based on the fantastical economic assumption that the tax cuts would boost the economy 3.8 to 8.5 times more than the tax law’s cost.

Highly publicized employee bonuses that immediately followed the TCJA’s enactment turned out to be a transitory and, for the vast majority of American workers, symbolic phenomenon. A study by Americans for Tax Fairness referenced in the CRS report found that only 4% of workers (about 7 million) had received a bonus or other pay hike tied to the tax law. In January 2018, President Trump said just “over 3 million workers have gotten tax cut bonuses.” The total amount of that compensation (ATF estimated it at $7 billion in one-time bonuses (including stock grants), was dwarfed by the size of the corporate tax cuts and by the amount spent on corporate stock buybacks, which overwhelmingly benefit top executives and other wealthy shareholders.

**Job Creation**
The welcome fall in unemployment over the past two years is a continuation of a decade-long trend, with nothing to indicate the TCJA has played a role in the decline. Another key job statistic has actually worsened in the two years since the law’s enactment—monthly job creation averaged 185,000 in the two years under the TCJA, which is lower than the 210,000 average per month during the last two years of the Obama administration, per the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Remarkably, 2019 had the fewest jobs created per month (an average of 175,000) since 2011 (173,000 average).
GDP and Business Investment
According to President Trump, the TCJA was going to be “rocket fuel” for the economy, boosting growth by as much as double the recent pace. But despite these boastful predictions, GDP growth since the tax cuts has been very much in line with the economic performance of the Obama years. Trump suggested growth could hit 6%, but in fact hasn’t even been 3%: the quarterly GDP rose by an average of 2.9% in 2018 and just 2.3% in 2019 (Figure 12).

After a mild rise in the first quarter after the TCJA was signed, business investment slowed, and then collapsed, falling into negative territory—contracting—for the last three quarters of 2019, according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Just like wage growth and job creation, capital investment has taken a backseat in corporate boardrooms to stock buybacks, which in the first year of the law set a record of over $800 billion.

Distributional Effects of the Tax Cuts
While the TCJA has not lived up to the promises its backers used to sell the massive cut to corporate and business taxes, what it has accomplished is exacerbating inequality. The richest 1% of taxpayers will get an average tax cut of $50,000 in 2020 from the Trump-GOP tax cuts, according to the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP). That’s over 75 times more than the tax cut for the bottom 80% of taxpayers, which will average $645. Moreover, the law has benefited not just wealthy Americans, but wealthy foreigners too. ITEP estimates that in 2020 foreign investors will save $38 billion in tax from the TCJA, almost as much as the bottom 60% of Americans combined. That’s because they own stock in American firms that got the corporate tax cuts.

The law also serves to widen racial divisions. The Trump-GOP tax cuts disproportionally benefit white Americans at the expense of other racial groups. In 2020, whites will make up 67% of tax filers but will garner 79% of the tax cuts. On the other hand, African Americans will comprise 10% of all filers yet only receive 5% of the benefits. Latinx will be 12% of filers but get only 7% of the tax savings.

CORPORATIONS HAVE ENJOYED WINDFALLS, INCLUDING 91 FIRMS PAYING NOTHING

A report by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP) determined that 91 corporations in the Fortune 500—all profitable enterprises—paid no federal income taxes in 2018 or even received a tax rebate. (In total, the report found 379 Fortune 500 companies that were profitable in 2018 and provided enough information to calculate effective federal income tax rates.) This was a sharp increase from ITEP’s last pre-TCJA report on Fortune 500 corporate tax avoidance, which found that 29 profitable companies paid no U.S. income taxes in 2015, the latest year studied. Even among those big corporations that did pay taxes in 2018, it was on average at a rate of 11.3%, or little more than half the statutory rate of 21%.

One of the companies paying zero income taxes last year was Amazon, which made $11 billion in U.S. profits and got a rebate of $129 million. Its founder and CEO, Jeff Bezos, is the richest
man in the world, worth $127 billion in February 2020. Other members of the tax-free group:
Netflix, which made $856 million and got a $22 million rebate; General Motors, which had $4.3
billion in U.S. profits yet got $104 million back from the government; FedEx, which got a $107
million refund despite $2.3 billion in profits; and drug maker Eli Lilly, which enjoyed a nearly
$600 million profit yet pocketed a $54 million refund.

Though they didn’t get refunds, scores of other big corporations paid minuscule tax rates. Over 50 firms paid less than 5%, and more than half of the 379 companies in the study paid less than half the statutory rate.

It’s sobering to consider that a single employee of any of these companies with any tax liability
at all paid more in federal income taxes in 2018 than all 91 tax-free firms combined. While
corporations are not required by SEC regulations to divulge their tax savings from the TCJA,
some estimates are available. For instance, Bloomberg recently calculated that the law in its
first two years had handed the nation’s six biggest banks a total tax savings of $32 billion.
Oxfam determined that four of the nation’s biggest drug companies (notably, not including Eli
Lilly, whose tax benefits are cited above) collectively avoided $7 billion in taxes in the first year
of the TCJA.

**COMPLEX NEW RULES HAVE NOT STOPPED OFFSHORE CORPORATE TAX DODGING**

Multiple provisions of the tax law with catchy-sounding acronyms (such as BEAT and GILTI)
were supposed to reduce corporate offshore tax dodging, though not by much. According to a
CBO analysis after passage of the TCJA, corporations shift about $300 billion in profits out of the
U.S. each year (p. 127). The TCJA will only reduce that profit-shifting by $65 billion, meaning
corporations will avoid paying taxes on $235 billion in profits each year. This is revenue that
should be funding critical public investments in healthcare, education, infrastructure, and other
priorities.

A report released last month by economist Kimberly Clausing found the TCJA’s international tax
provisions to have had “conflicting and ambiguous effects on [corporate offshore] profit
shifting.”

One example: the GILTI (global intangible low-taxed income) tax is meant to curb profit shifting,
but has the perverse effect of encouraging U.S. corporations to shift actual production and jobs
overseas. That’s because a 10% return on physical foreign investments is exempt from the
GILTI, so the more factories, stores and offices U.S. corporations build overseas, the more of
their international profits are GILTI-tax free.

While Clausing writes that it’s hard to form precise conclusions about the long-term impact of
the law, she does observe that “as of the third quarter of 2019, there is no evidence of a
reduction in profit shifting or a change in the location of U.S. MNC [multinational corporation]
profits.”
In addition to faults in their legislative drafting, the BEAT, GILTI, FDII and other international provisions may well fail in their mission of curbing offshore corporate tax dodging because of post-enactment lobbying. As reported by the New York Times late last year, the Treasury Department was responsive to the pressure asserted by a coordinated corporate lobbying campaign to weaken the international tax provisions in the administrative rule-making process. The Times article cites a Joint Committee on Taxation calculation indicating exemptions for international banks could reduce revenues by $50 billion compared to what was predicted when the law was enacted. Senate Democrats, led by Finance Committee Ranking Member Wyden, have launched an investigation into Treasury’s giveaway to MNCs.

In its most recent Budget and Economic Outlook (p. 73), the CBO confirmed the negative projected impact of the new international tax rules, especially as interpreted through regulatory changes. In a very real sense, these favorable regulatory rulings represent a “Tax Cuts 2.0” for corporations.

**CASE STUDIES OF POST-TCJA CORPORATE ABUSES**

As noted above, General Motors paid no federal income taxes in 2018 despite billions in profits, instead receiving a rebate of over $100 million. What’s more, it likely got a one-time tax break of hundreds of millions of dollars more on its $6.5 billion of accumulated offshore profits. Despite all these tax savings meant to spur domestic investment, in June 2018 GM announced it would build its Chevrolet Blazer in Mexico rather than the United States. Then in November, it said it would idle five North American plants, laying off almost 15,000 workers.

Wells Fargo enjoyed the third highest tax-cut bonanza in the ITEP study, paying $3.2 billion less in 2018 than if it had paid the statutory 21% rate (Figure 4). Yet it has failed to use its corporate tax cuts to benefit its workers or customers.

That tax savings is 12 times the cost of raising the bank’s minimum wage to $15, which was announced to great fanfare in the wake of the new tax law (and which a company spokesman at first stated were unrelated to the tax cuts). Those raises are even more dwarfed by the $40.6 billion in stock buybacks the bank announced after passage of the TCJA—repurchases that almost exclusively benefit top executives and other wealthy shareholders.

Though the TCJA’s corporate tax cuts were supposed to create jobs, Wells Fargo announced in 2018 that up to 26,500 positions could be eliminated over the next few years. Government and journalistic investigators determined a lot of those lost American jobs were to be filled by cheap offshore labor.

The bank didn’t announce any plans to use its tax-cut savings to compensate customers for a pattern of abuse that led to unprecedented government sanctions.

AT&T is another example of a major corporation that used its massive tax cut to benefit top executives and shareholders, rather than workers. ITEP found that AT&T had profits of $20.9
billion in 2018 and paid $3.3 billion in taxes, for an effective tax rate of 15.6%. ITEP calculates that AT&T got a federal **tax subsidy of $1.1 billion** by not paying at the full 21% tax rate. [Source is Fig. 4 on p. 10 and p. 37]

One of the TCJA’s biggest boosters, AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson claimed that the law would increase capital expenditures by at least $1 billion so it could **create 7,000 jobs**. The company benefitted from the new law immediately, reporting a **$20 billion boost in profits** from the TCJA in 2017 thanks to a reduction in anticipated tax payments.

Yet since the law was passed, **the company has eliminated over 30,000 jobs**. And while AT&T operates a **global web of at least 38 third-party call centers** to handle customer service, sales and tech support, they have not moved any of this work back to America. What AT&T has done instead is reward its top management and shareholders. Under pressure from a Wall Street vulture investor, the company recently committed to spending up to 70% of its free cash flow – a massive $30 billion – to **buying back its own stock**. CEO Stephenson, who made $29 million in 2018, ironically **signed a pledge**, as a member of the Business Roundtable, to stop putting the interests of large shareholders above all else and instead institute a vision of “inclusive prosperity.”

Given this poor track record of corporations productively using their TCJA tax savings, we urge the committee to go beyond academic witnesses and hear from the CEOs of these and other large corporations that have greatly profited from the TCJA and yet failed to share those benefits with workers, customers or communities. Among the questions it seems the committee could usefully pursue are:

- Why have corporate tax receipts—already historically low even before enactment of the TCJA—fallen even farther than expected in the wake of the law’s big corporate tax cut?
- What loopholes did the TCJA fail to close (or possibly expand) that resulted in 91 Fortune 500 companies paying zero federal income taxes during the first year of the law and hundreds of other corporations?
- Why have workers generally not participated in the windfall of the corporate tax cuts through higher wages and better benefits?
- Have corporations, such as prescription drug companies, passed any of their tax savings onto consumers in the form of lower prices?
- Why has the predicted big jump in corporate capital expenditures not occurred?
- What role has the huge increase in corporate stock buybacks played in increasing inequality and diverting money from investments in workers, plants and equipment?
- Why are multinationals not relocating production back to America as promised, and in many cases still outsourcing jobs and operations?

Your committee is the fulcrum of U.S. tax policy. Further exercising your investigatory powers to better reveal the true impact of the TCJA on Corporate America, the American economy and working families will help Congress craft much needed repairs to this deeply flawed law.
Sincerely,

Frank Clemente
Executive Director
Americans for Tax Fairness

cc: Members of the House Ways & Means Committee